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TESTIMONIALS
The following is a sampling of “reflections” submitted by Diamond Alignment subscribers who
have shared their comments about the positive effects of the 6-minute multi-sensory Diamond
Alignment Experience.
u

“I feel a glow from within.”

u

“It is a powerful heart opener.”

u

“I dare more and feel much more loving towards myself and others. Thank you.”

u

“I am no longer drawn into the drama around me.”

u

“The more I do it, the more I have a feeling that the effects last longer.”

u

“I felt sad before my session. Now I feel free, light, and loved. Thank you!”

u

“I’m amazed at its faster-than-light ability to totally alter me on all my levels.”

u

“Outer chaos and noise to inner peace and quiet for days afterward.”

u

“I am seeing a major shift in myself and my world.”

u

“I feel less agitated at work and I don’t seem to worry as much.”

u

“Another day of feeling like I CAN DO IT! I am empowered once again.”

u

“All the muscles in my body just seem to melt with relaxation.”

u

“I am amazed how my energy field could be activated over the computer.”

u

u

u

u

u

u

“I felt as if there was nothing around me. It was just my inner self, I never thought I could
experience something so intense. I felt so relaxed and calm, it was amazing!” (11 year-old girl)
“It was as if the light within me opened up and the darkness around me could not remain.
I feel peaceful and centered.”
“Waiting for the experience to commence, it was like sitting in a rocket and counting down,
anxiously waiting to see the planets and stars up close.”
“Diamond Alignment is strengthening my ability to discover and be confident in what I have
to give to the world. Thank you.”
“I am more and more able to let go of worries and trust the Supreme being that everything
will evolve perfectly.”
“Diamond Alignment for me means being in touch with my most positive part, my positive
thoughts, feelings and sensations.”

u

“I feel as if my state has indirectly influenced my co-workers in a positive and subtle way.”

u

“In six minutes, I'm totally recentered, I love it!”
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